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Abstract. According to the problem that there are redundant control overheads in community
partitioning phase and the large transmission delay and the low success rate in transmission phase in
the community-based opportunistic network, we propose EDCRA (Efficient Distributed
Community-based Routing Algorithms for opportunistic networks). By distinguishing the
community of the encounter node is single-node community or multi-node community, EDCRA
simplify the interaction flow of the encounter node merging into other community in the community
partitioning phase. And through the efficient cross-layer listening mechanism, the node carrying
message find eligible forwarding nodes in its neighbor nodes in the data transmission phase, so that
the message can be forwarded to the destination community more efficiently. Simulation results
show that the performance of EDCRA algorithm is higher than that of CR and Bubble Rap in terms
of control overhead, average end-to-end delay and transmission success rate.
1.

Introduction

Opportunistic networks (OppNets) is a kind of mobile self-organizing networks which does not
necessarily existing complete and reliable communication path between source node and destination
node. The opportunity of intermittent connection between nodes will be used to realize delivering
message. OppNets has great research value and application prospect[1-3]. And if the node in the
OppNets move along with the movement of people, then the node has social features and the
phenomenon of "small world, big world"[4] present out. According to the node movement model,
the community-based opportunistic networks is created. This kind of networks make forwarding
more purposeful, message replications and network resources used more less[5]. Currently, the
representative routing algorithm based on distributed community in OppNets has a lot, such as
CR[6] 、 SNBTR(Social Network-Based Trustworthy Routing)[7] 、 FBR(Friendship Based
Routing)[8]、LPBSMR (Location Preference Based Social-aware Multicast Routing)[9]、SMART
(Social and Mobile Aware Routing strategy for disruption-Tolerent networks)[10], etc.
Because of high active node encountering more node, CR algorithm choose nodes with high
global center or local center as relay nodes when message transmission in inter-community and
intra-community respectively. Message delivering to destination by those relay node will reduce
messages replications in the network. But two aspects about CR need to be improve: the interaction
processes of a new node joining a community exist redundant messages and the message carrying
node can monitoring the transmission of neighbor node in cross-layer way. Based on the
comprehensive analysis of the above algorithm, EDCRA algorithm is proposed in this paper.
2.

System model and problem description

Based on the analysis of community segmentation process and the messaging process of CR
algorithm, we found some problems that:
(1) The process of a community merging a new node shown in Fig. 1. When node i on behalf of
its community to merge the meeting node j, if the community of j’s only has one node and j want
join Ci, i no need to send the request message, and j no need to response to that message. i can send
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its community diagram directly, and j answer its social relation, thus reducing the number of control
messages.

Fig. 2 Cross-layer surveillance mechanism
The interaction flow diagram of Ci
merging j
(2) In general, after node i carrying message m meet node C and establish neighbor relationship,
they will interchange message digest and determine whether to forward message to the other party
by comparing their center degree on the message or social relation weight. As shown in Fig. 2, if
the node i listen to A sending or receiving messages, i will know the neighbor nodes of A. If j is A’s
neighbors and the destination or in destination community of the message m, then i still send
message m to C and not to A, thus will decrease the success rate of forward and increase the
messages delay and replications.
Fig. 1

3.

EDCRA algorithm

3.1 Mechanism of EDCRA
1) Low overhead community partition mechanism
Node i and node j, for example, when i represents its community Ci to merge j, i determine
whether j in a single node community first of all, then
a. If j is in single node community and the interaction process between i and j as shown in Fig. 3,
i directly send its community topology rather than a request message to j. After received the
message, j will directly response its social relationships topology to i. In this way, EDCRA educe
the control overhead of sending request and reply messages, and to reduce the communication time
of requesting and waiting for a response.
b. If j isn’t in a single node community, the interactive process shown in Fig. 4. i send a request
message to j, then j receives the request and calculate the correlation degree R (from [11])as
follows:
R j ,C    W jk
(8)
kC

where R(j, C) is the correlation degree of j and community C.

Fig. 4 Interaction process when j is in more
node community:(a)j agree to be merged; (b) j
Fig. 3 Interaction process when j is in single
refuse to be merged.
node community
According to the result of R, j decides whether to join the community Ci:
a. When the correlation degree of j and Ci is greater than that of j and Cj, j will send its social
relations message list to i and be merged. In this way, j no need response a reply message to i, thus
the control overhead and the communication time can be reduced.
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b. When the correlation degree of j and Ci is smaller, j refused to be merged and will reply a
refuse message to i.
2) Efficient cross-layer monitoring mechanism
Cross-layer monitoring mechanism is that the node carrying message monitor its neighbor
sending and receiving messages to find some useful message and assist message transmission.
As shown in Fig. 2, i carrying message m move randomly and broadcast Hello information to
find its neighbors. When the neighbor relationship is determined and i monitor data or control frame
send or received by its neighbor (A) at the MAC layer, i will extract MAC address from that frame
and share information to the network layer through the across-layer way, then get the destination IP
address and so as to know the neighbor of A. When the neighbor nodes of A is the destination or in
the same community with destination of m, i will send m to A even its global center higher, and then
A forward m to destination.
3.2 Algorithm operating
1) Community partition method
Adopting a distributed community partition algorithm, EDCRA use the weights of social
relations to measure the close degree between nodes, and community module degree(Q) is adopted
to represent the of close degree of community structure. Community partition steps are as follows:
Step 1: In the initialization phase, opportunity network is divided into n parts and each node
represents a community. Node number is the same as community number and Q= 0;
Step 2: After the warm-up time t , each node calculates its social relation weights. At the same
time, them contain the neighbor node into its community in turn and calculated the corresponding
Q.
Step 3: Each node will select the node making its Q increases the most and merge the node to its
community. Merging process: if the node i on behalf of Ci to merge j, then
(1) If Cj only has j, then the message interaction process between i and j is shown in Fig.3.
(2) If Cj has many nodes and R(j,Cj)<R(j,Ci) then the message interaction process between i and j is
shown in Fig.4(a). If R(j,Cj)>R(j,Ci), the interaction process is shown in Fig.4(b).
Step 4: After complete the merger, i and j update their module value.
2) Data transmission process

Fig. 5
4.

Intra-community communication

Fig. 6

Inter-community communication

Simulation and results analysis

In this paper, EDCRA, CR and Bubble Rap [12] are simulated and compared the performance
indexes as follow using ONE simulator.
1) Normalized control overhead
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that EDCRA has lower normalized control overhead than the other two
algorithms, because the former optimizes the interaction flow of nodes merging into the community,
reduces the sending of request messages and response messages, and reduces the redundancy
control overhead.
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2) Message transmission success rate
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that EDCRA is superior to the CR and Bubble Rap algorithms in the
success rate of message transmission. The main reason is that EDCRA can send message to the
destination node or the node which is more helpful for message transmission by listening to the
neighbor node, which makes the message forwarding more effective .
3) Average end-to-end delay
It can be seen from Fig.7 that EDCRA algorithm has better end-to-end delay than other
algorithms. This is because EDCRA makes full use of neighbor nodes to forward messages by
listening to the messages sent and received by the nodes in the overlapped area of the
communication, thus reducing the time for message transmission to the destination node.
1.0
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Effect of node moving speed on
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Fig. 8 Node moving speed on the success
rate of the message transmission

Fig. 10 Effect of node mobility speed on
Effect of node speed on average
message forwarding efficiency
end-to-end delay
4) Message forwarding efficiency
It can be seen from Fig.8 that the EDCRA algorithm has the highest message forwarding
efficiency. The main reason is that EDCRA uses the method of cross-layer monitoring method to
send the message to the destination node or the destination community with the help of the neighbor
node, which reduces the unwanted propagation of the message in the network and makes the
message forwarding more purposeful, thus improving the forwarding efficiency of the message.
Fig. 9

5.

Conclusion

In order to solve the problem that the existing community-based routing algorithm CR has the
redundant control overhead in the community partitioning stage and not take full advantage of the
node forwarding message in the overlapped area of the communication to affect the transmission
success rate and increase the transmission delay, then we proposed EDCRA algorithm. Through
EDCRA compared with the CR and Bubble Rap, the interactive flow of the community partitioning
phase is optimized and the messages are forwarded by the neighbor nodes through an efficient
cross-layer listening mechanism. These new mechanisms effectively reduce the network control
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overhead and message transmission delay, increases the transmission success rate, improve the
network performance.
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